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i'lON.

Purpose of Thio Study

This Btudy was undertaken in an effort to learn the

attitudes expressed by a group of American mothers toward their

role aa horaemeker. It was further attempted to ascertain whether

statistically reliable relationships oan be obtained between the

expressed attitudes of homemokers and certain personal data.

Need for the Study

Although, as will be shown, the attitude of the American

homemaker toward her role is considered to be a problem of

sufficient significance to warrant oonoern in the professional

literature, thiB writer has been able to disoover only one

study (61) in which an attempt has been made to obtain attitudes

toward homemeking from a group of homemakers themselves.

THE PROBLEM A3 KXPLOKF.D IN THK LITTRATURK

Historical Background

The original family pattern in this country (and the

woman! s role in the family) was transplanted from iVestern Europe

by the first settlers. The «arly rurul aconony held for wooen a

role which was clearly defined. Although the unique conditions

of pioneer society resulted in drastio changes in the valuation

placed u on the traditionally desired qualities of femininity,



bo that "Strong women, *omen with character and determination,

in foot, women with guta beoaraa more and more acceptable," (31,

p. 302) the concept that "wo:an*o place is In the home" remained

unchallenged* Indeed, on the snail family ffija of those early

days, the honemaker^ part in the family economy was indispensable.

She contributed visibly and materially to the family welfare.

Margaret Willis (59) says:

When the home was the basic unit of society,
woman*s function as a child-bearer, homemaker and
contributor to the economic welfare of the family
constituted a heavy burden, but one that gave her
clear and undisputed function all her -ays.

But then came the industrialization and urbanization of our

society. It is agreed (/,, p. 22) that this trend affected the

role of the homemaker in several ways.

First, a large measure of her activity as producer was

turned over to the greet mass-production forces. Weaving of

textiles, fashioning of clothing and household necessities such

as beading and linens, drying, salting and canning of food—all

once accomplished painstakingly by hand—became virtual lost arts

with the eary accessibility of department stores and super-

markets. Her task of educating the young was surrendered to the

public school system and, more recently, even to nursery schools.

Religious education became the responsibility of organized

religious bodies. Most of the nursing and medical care was taken

over by professionals.

The second large effect resulted from the actual entrance

of women into the labor force. United 3tfctes Bureau of Census

Reports (16) Indicate that while in 1900 only four per cent of



all married women worked outside the home, by 1940 one out of

every five or six married women in this country was gainfully

employed. Here was a great rent in the "woman's plaoe is in

the home" pattern of expected behavior*

Superimposed upon these effeots (Margaret Mead (37, p. 305)

suggests that we speak of a spiraling prooess rather than attempt

to define exact oause-effeot relationships) can be laid the broad-

ening oonoept of demooraoy as applied to the individual—the

right of individual ohoioe, the "right" of every girl to an

education like her brother's if she so desires. There is no

need here to recount the feminist movement except to point out

that the struggle for female "rights" represented another break

with traditional oonoepts of what constitutes the female role in

society.

And, as woman claimed and won the "right" to compete with

men in the man's world, education moved to offer her the opportun-

ity to obtain the professional or vocational training with which

to do it. Indeed, Dr. Lynn Y/hite (58) points out higher education

went even further; "Both on oo-eduoational campuses and in women's

colleges we have assumed for eduoational purposes a woman is a

man in disguise."

The broad outlines of this historical development are a stan-

dard part of almost every sooiology text book. It is evident

that women today, as a result of far-reaching changes in both the

society in whioh one lives and in its changing oonoepts of "womanly

behavior," have open to them a choice of several roles rather

than the single one of yesteryear.



What, then, it could be asked, ia the conflict?

If it is only a matter of selection, such as confronts

the freshman college male with regard to a ohoioe between medicine

and Journalism, presumably we are dealing with a problem for the

focational guidance clinics.

But, Margaret Mead (37) points out, no male surveys the

oareer possibilities and decides to be a doctor or a lawyer or

a salesman with the mental reservation, "unless, of course, I

marry."

So here is the first complicating issue whioh enters the

picture with regard to women, f. 0. Sumner (52, p. 112) states

the patently obvious when he says: "No amount of reasoning,

oomplaining or protesting can alter the fact that woman bears

the children and man does not." He continues by suggesting

that, even granting the act of bearing a child to be a minor,

temporary disability, it still creates for women a handicap

with whioh men do not have to contend. To this biological

reality can be added the fact that:

The task of integrating the lives of little
children, even with the help of nursery schools,
kindergartens and playgrounds, remains a full-time
charge on some woman 1 s time. If one woman leaves
home to work, part-time or full-time, another
woman must replace her unless the children are to
suffer. (37, p. 336)

In other words, no completely adequate substitute for the

association between homemaking and motherhood has been found.

To summarize briefly: It is apparent that new avenues and

possibilities of individual achievement have been opened up to



woman through the years. And, by virtue of her eduoation, she

has ' een encouraged to think in teres of e vocation apart from

homemaking. Marriage, however, continues to be the dominating

life goal for most women (47), end inevitably the biological

reality of bearing a ohild must interrupt any outside oeraer u t

least temporarily. Furthermore, in our society only laboriously

contrived arrangements oan succeed in separating the physiological

bearing of the ohild from physical and psychological rearing of

the child.

Current domnent

Both the professional and popular literature reflect the

faot that it ie oonrvonly assumed that a problem of role adjust-

ment peculiar to wo^en exists. The second common assumption

is that the oonflict finds its greatest expression in the attitudes

of hoiaemakers towerd the homemaking role.

That it is regarded as a woman's problem is revealed aiaply

in the absence of *ny consideration of a corresponding male prob-

lem. Nowhere, fo: inatenoe, do we find statements indicting a

belief that fathers would prefer hoiaemaking as. an occupational

role. While there is oonoern for the dilemma of an unmarried girl

with regard to role selection, the choice is depicted as between

mrriage (with homemaking implied) and some other possibility.

Those who have written on this topic advance a wide variety

of factors which are believed to contribute to dissatisfaction

with the homemaking role. One of the most recent, and perhaps most

aystematio treatments given the problem of the role of women in



today's society is that by Margaret Mead In her book, Male

and Female (37). After a survey of the roles which other

societies have assigned to their men and women, she considers

the relationships between the two sexes in our own culture.

Mead feels that although every known society has created some

artificial barriers to oertain activities, designating one as

Mmale, n another as "female, " inevitably some loss occurs to

the activity, since each sex possesses unique personal

qualifications which would enrich it. Moreover, when—in the

course of the sooial arrangements—the activities of one sex

become depreciated, members of that sex arc likely to suffer

loss botii in the ability to realize sex membership fully and

in their sense of being full human beings. Mead feels that,

perhaps as a result of the rapid social changes, there is a

dangerous tendency to depreciate homemaking in today's culture.

Similarly, in the present ideals we set up
for women, we imply that women should be full, choos-
ing human beings and then define the choice that most of
them make—homemaking for a ohusband and children

—

as somehow no proper choice at all. (37, p. 44.0)

In an article in the American Journal of Sociology (36),

tit. Mead repeats her conoern over this tendenoy:

Until her decision to marry she is expected
to be guided by the same considerations in the
choice of a job whioh lnfluenoe her brother

—

chance for advancement or security, interest, or
money or any combination of these. Onoe engaged,
however, her life orientation is expeoted to under-
go a sharp change—ambition to shift from job to home.

Agnes Meyer (39) is convinced that never before have there

been so many women who are dissatisfied with being women and

therefore with being wives and mothers. She, too, suggests that



society no longer aooords the role of homemaker with the prestige

or status which was once its due:

Today, however, the duties of the hocieniaker have be-
come so depreciated that many women feel impelled to work
outside the home in order to retain the respect of the
community.

Clyde Kluokhohn (29) notes the educational gap in training

for the role and the lack of socially-sanctioned, constructive

possibilities for use of the homemaker 's spare ti:;;e:

Treatment of American women by American men and
by society as a whole is ambivalent to say the least.
They are increasingly trained for skilled and professional
careers but expected to assume household responsibilities
for which they get a minimum of training. With smaller
families and labor-saving devices in the home, the mother
whose children are in school all day has time on her hands.
She is encouraged by advertisements to continue the glamour-
role of oourtsnip days, hut her suocoss-driven husband is
seldom up to playing his part. He abdicates to her the
total family participation in • culture, • but she has sense
enough to realize that he—and society generally—treats
this role with half-oonoealed oontempt. Up to a point
this problem is increasingly being solved by entry into the
occupational structure. The part-time career is a construc-

tive solution for many.

John Sirjamakl (47) contends that there has been a lag be-

tween the social changes and covert sentiments which motivate overt

behavior and thus express the value system*

Woman are oaught in a process of sooial change, in
whioh the cultural configuration restrains them to tradi-
tional roles, while new ones are preferred by economic and
sooial forces. There is much confusion among then as a
result. The young college girl, for example, may have
difficulty in knowing to which force to respond; should she
be content with the domestic role and look to the main
chance of marriage, or should she seek outlets whioh in-
clude both marriage and other roles. Apparently some urban
upper-level women find the puzzle extremely hard to resolve
and respond to it neurotically.

Bather Boormon Strong (49), writing in the American uociologi

cal Review, feels that the materialistic emphasis of our society
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has resulted in one's personal worth becoming defined in terras of

eotual produotivity and that homsmaking has therefore lost muoh

of its meaaingfulness in the eyes of society.

In an industrial society there is a status system

based primarily, not on birth nor on possessions nor on

religion, but on produotivity. For the individual this

productivity represents not only the out-put, but also

the creative activity, meaningful to the oerson and to

sooiety; an opportunity to utilize his abilities and train-

ing and to know that his work has social value.

Traditionally men find this activity primarily through

their Jobs. For women, society places primary significance

on the bearing and rearing of children. Other forms of

activity are considered secondary. In modern industrial

society, however, women increasingly Mnd that socially
significant activities formerly carried on in the home

have been taken over by mass production. As a result

they too are more aad more dependent on Jobs for adequate

and satisfying participation.

Paul Landis (3D suspects that the lack of preparation of

boys for the role of husband and father plays an important part

in homemakers' dissatisfactions:

Little wonder that the average husband and father

places the full responsibility of family administration

on the shoulders of his wife. Little wonder that he has

little or no appreciation of the wife's role or the mother's

role. Little wonder that the modern wife suddenly wakes

up after a short period of marriage to the faot that she

is actually a bondservant rather than an equal and that

her life is subservient to the demands of her husband and

ohildren. The fact that she has virtually no life of her

own except as she submerges her personality in these in-

terests is the most difficult adjustment for the average
individualistic woman, who has been taught throughout

- her school career thot being someone in and of herself is

something to be striven for.

Reuben Hill (25) uses the adjective "oonfining" in speak-

ing of the role of wife and mother, and suggests that a number

of women rebel against it.

If there is any modal type of family in America,

it is the semi-patriarchal form in which a dominant



husband 'brings in the baoou* and a submissive woman
plays a traditional wlfe-and-mother role. Child-bear-
ing and homemaking are primarily the responsibility of
the wife | whereas the business contacts und political
activities of the far-ily remain witftin the husband's
province. This ^arrangement, midway between the familistio-
patriarchul and the parson-centered derooorrtio family, is
constantly being challenged by insurgent mothers who rebel
against the confining role of wife-and-mother and by a
few fathers who feel strongly tht»t it takes two to .lake

a home*

Krneat Burgess (S) sees the conflict in role expectation as

one source of unhappiness:

The husband may expect his wife to be a devoted
household slave like his mother, while she aspire*
to a career or to social or civic activities out-
side the home.

Margaret Redfield (4,2) suggests that our society ill-defines

the present day role of its women:

Although American women are freer than most other
woman, they have often not known what to do with their
freedom. This seems to come from the fuot that beyond the
role3 of glamour girl and nursemaid, the part to be play-
ed by women is but vaguely defined in our society.

Elizabeth Nottingham UO), in tracing the effects of two

World Wars upon middle-class women, notes that these emergencies

threw open to women broad fields of participation which had hither-

to been closed to them. Wives and mothers, conditioned to be

psychologically and economically dependent upon the mala, discover-

ed that not only could they fend for themselves if they had to,

but that it was possible for en energetic woman to provide for the

family and to reap deep personal satisfaction from doing so.

At least two writers describe the social isolation of the

urban housewife as a souroe of loneliness and frustration (4.8;

26, pp. 276-280).
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I-'irra Komarovsky (30) has become interested in the conflict

in role selection evidenced by oollege f;irls who feel that they

must ohoos6 between the "feminine" role and anothor more modern

alternative which is essentially asexual in the attributes it

requires for success. Her study, based upon the reply of a number

of oollege girls, demonstrates that perhaps they regard the pres-

sures upon them to "do A work" and also to "get a man" as in-

compatible. Dr. Eomarovsky concludes:

Society oonfronts the girls with powerful challenges
and strong pressure to excel in certain competitive lines
of endeavor and to develop certain techniques of adaptation
very similar to those expected of her brothers. But then,
auite suddenly (as it appears to these girls), the very
success in meeting these challenges begins to oause anxiety.

Clara Manger ( 38) , in a study published in the Teacher's

College Record (704 persons from widely diversified groups

were asked to rank thirty-five occupations of women according

to prestige), notes that the majority of young women among her

judges ranked the occupation of homemaker among the lowest un-

skilled jobs.

Joseph K. Folsori (20), commenting on changing values in

family relations, has said that:

There is an (increased) valuation of oompanionship be-
tween sexes in sports and activities formerly open only to
males. To this is related a greater demand on the part
of married women to be freed from continuous duty in the
home. Not only are women becoming more like men in a
general sense, but they are becoming highly individuated.

One study (61) is reported which seems to have particular

significance with regard to the question of horaemakers* attitudes

toward homemaking. Questionnaires were sent to the alumni of the
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class of 1934 from seven women's colleges, prior to a general

"fifteenth year" reunion. Schools participating were Barnard, Bryn

Uawr, Mount Holyoke, Radcliff, Smith, Vassar and Wellesley. The in-

vestigators received a 47 per cent return on the questionnaire*

Twenty per cent of the respondents indicated that they felt the need

for changes in the liberal arts program, recommending shifted em-

phasis toward the graduate's future homemaking activities. They

oited personal, felt needs for practical training in oookery, dress-

making, household management, child cure, psychology, and even in

the "art of entertaining." More than 20 per cent felt that they had

sacrificed careers to marriage, and one in six was sorry. But so

many complained about dullness and monotony of homemaking routine

that in addressing the actual reunion, Dr. Mildred McAfee Horton

felt impelled to oomment:

College failed to teach these women that most people
accomplish most in the world by working through established
institutions. And that the family is entirely respectable
as a sphere of aotivity.

The popular magazines reflect a belief that interest in the

problem is more than academic Two articles appearing in different

issues of Independent V/oman have self-revealing titles, "Are Wives

People?" (24) and "I'm Leaving Home Part-Time" (7). Both articles

express dissatisfaction with the lack of recognition aooorded home-

makers and with the economic dependence which full-time homemaking

confers upon its participants.

The Ladles Home Journal of January, 1944» published a statement

by Leslie Homan (27), a psychiatrist at Johns Hopkins, stating that

"working wives make the best wives," It was Immediately countered

with another point of view (3) insisting that "you can't have a

career and bo a good wife."
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An article on the post-war generation in The Reporter (1)

states that society now expects women to be able to handle

marriage, babies and a j obt

A Fortune magazine poll of September, 1946 144), discovered

that 32 per cent of its female respondents feel that a woman

who has a full- time job le&ds a more interesting life, while

49 per cent of the female respondents decided that a womar who

is running a home has a more interesting time. The remainder

were undecided. The editors note parenthetically that the

heaviest support for "running a home" comes from Midwestern

women who ere doing it.

Two reoent books should also be mentioned. The i» /fieri can

Woman in : odern ..arrlare by Sonya Ruth Das (13) suggests that

the American woman has a new and distinctive "personality" and

that this new individuality is correlative with a oode of

feminine ethics whioh gives her greater equality of status with

men than ever before. Modern -Vo/nan, The Lost sex (34), as sug-

gested by the title, is devoted to the thesis that modern

women are petulant, spoiled and neurotlo, demanding too much

of life in terms of personal happiness and unable or unwill-

ing to give anything in return.

UNANSWBKKD QRSTXGR JED BY TH3 BlfZM OF T ATUHB

Although two notable studies have been concerned with factors

involved in marital happiness (54,9), the contentment or dissatis-

faction of the homemaker with her domestic role was not considered
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by either Burgess or Terman. Yet it seems logical to suggest

that a restless, frustrated wife, finding no joy in her daily

activities, might materially affect both her own and her husbnnd's

outlook on marriage* It seems strange, therefore, that studies

which document the presence or absence of this kind of conflict

among today's homemakers with regard to their role are so few

in number and peripheral in scope.

Among the unanswered questions occurring from a survey of

the literature might be the following:

1. Are large numbers of today* s homemakers dissatisfied

with the homeraaking role? If so, how widespread is the conflict?

2. If, as has been suggested, the schools and particularly

higher education fail to prepare girls for homenaking, will the

homemaker's attitude be affected by her level of education?

3. Would actual participation in another career affect

her subsequent attitude toward homemaklng?

4. Although Terman indicates that such factors as the ages

of husband and wife, the number of children, and the ages when

married show little or no correlation with marital happiness

(54), what, if any, effect mifht these have on the homemaker's

attitude toward her role?

5. Burgess suggests that wives who have worked before

marriage tend to make better marriage partners than those who

have not (9). Would the length of time the wife has worked tend

to affe t her attitude toward ho&e<»aking?

In an effort to begin to secure evidenoe regarding these

questions, the present study was undertaken.



COUNTS 00NC2RNING H8S1AP.0H ON THE FAT1LY

An editorial in Marria/e and Family Living (18) states that:

"We feel that we oust press research in controversial areas where

we frequently have more feelings' than 'facta'." Among the

"controversial areas" cited is the example of mothers working

outside the home by choice rather than because of economic

necessity.

Leonard (Jot trail, Jr. (12), writing on the "Present Status

and Future Orientation of Research on the Family," says:

There are certain trends for which statistical indices
are not readily available, but which are indicated by other
types of evidence clearly enouph to warrant confident as-
sertion that the changes are taking place. These trends
are in the changing oonoepts of the family, e.g. from
institutional relationships to companionship relationships;
from familism to individualism; fron integration based
on roles defined in the mores to that which is based on
much more individualized patterns of relationships.

He continues by suggesting the "fruitful possibility" of aoourau-

lating attitude and opinion material on marriage and the family.

Limitations of Research Instruments

Since the present study makes use of an anonymous questionnaire

intended to elicit attitudes toward homemaking, it beoomes es-

sential to consider the perils which beset the path of any invest-

igator who attempts an attitude study.

The fundamental problem of validity can never be settled with

the precision we have come to expect of our scientific instruments.

William J . Goods (23) oites fivo types of misrepresentation from
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whioh attitude studies of adjustment patterns su fer: 1. oases

in whioh the respondent si .ply lies; 2. stereotyped or lazy ana*

wers, often In conformity with social expectations; 3. situa-

tions seen in only a partial view (for example, a homemaker's

idea of the glamourous possibilities of a oareer) ; U» the act-

ual reconstruction of reality by emotional needs; and, 5, possible

oases of actual neurosis.

William Albig (2, p. 205) says:

That conventional answers, rather than opinion ex-
pressions of all attitudes involved, will usually be
given to questions dealing with sex relations, miscegenation,
religion or any other questions on whioh there have been
strict mores is quite clear. The subject's rationalization,
rather than any conscious deception of the Investigator, will
usually be indloated. So basic is this tendency to give
the conventional answer that even anonymity may not modify
the subject's response.

Terman (53) mentions the 'halo effect" of happiness or un-

happiness whioh he felt greatly colored the subjective replies to

his questionnaire, though it did not seem to affect the responses

to the background items.

Hartshorns and Jay found in their well-known Studies in

Character and Conduct that cheating behavior is not a general

trait but is related to the specific situation, and Stephen

Corey (11) questions the entire concept underlying preoooupation

with attitude studies: the assumption that a social attitude

of a particular sort predisposes one to behave in a perticular

manner. He found that the expressed attitude toward honesty

was not related to overt behavior when an opportunity to cheat was

presented to the students. On the other hand, Daniel Day (14)
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does not believe that Corey»a study wag e "sincere reprei <;ntution

of the two variables. " Day cites an unpublished doctoral dis-

sertation (45) in whioh high correlations were obtained betwe

expressed attitudes an, ctual behavior.
»

Thurstone (55 f p. 7) maintains that actions as well as opinion

are a fallible I tioa of all the attitudes involved in a

situation. His rationale for the use of attitude studies con-

cludes:

Therefore we must remain content to use opinions or
other forms of action merely as indioes of attitude. It

,
must be recognized that there is a discrepancy, soma
error of measurement, as it were, between opinion or overt
action that we use os an index and the attitude we infer
from si< ; index.

Otto Kiineberg (28, p. 351) suggests that ssrbal behavior

is important in its own ri^ht, since the attitudes of a person

as expressed in his speech or his writings may also have ciireot

practical consequences far h mself and for his social relation-

ships.

It is apparent that tho investigator who undertakes an

attitude study in the attempt to throw light upon any facet of

social behavior must rasain thoroughly aware of the limitations

of any suoh study. Inherent in any instrument he uses will be

an "error of measurement" which It is his duty to recognize and

acknowledge.

I one of the instruments frequently fad la attitude

studies, the questionnaire device is subject to considerable

ion. Indeed, it has been termed U6) a "pre-scientific

prooedur-. 1

' There is some feeling, however, that under certain

onjUlrs oan be employed to advantage.
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Albert £1118 (19) in a study oosip- ring the questionnaire versus

interview methods oonoluded that for the purpose of studying

love and rurital relations of college students, the question-

naire method of gathering data may produce moxe self-revelatory

data than the interview, -thoa, particularly as the questions

bacons more ego-involving.

:gaan (56, p. 620-021} suggests five weaknesses end three

advantages for use of the questionnaire method. Three weaknesses

cited have to do with the framing of the question: the difficulty

of avoiding leading or ambiguouslj*--,7ordad questions and the pit-

fall of stressing explicit, categorical answers such as "yes" or

"no" without qualifications or specification of Uniting conditions,

ae warns against giving the statistical results more prestige

than they deserve and overlooking the significance of unreturned

questionnaires or unanswered questions, ue suggests, however,

that the questionnaire can be extremely useful in providing

clues for further investigation.

Studios regarding the advantage of anonymity seem to be in-

conclusive. Corey (10) noted a tendency to be less forthri,

in expression of attitude toward cheating when trie questionnaire

was signed t .an when the opinion could not be identified, bat the

difference was not regarded as significant. J. 3. Oerberioh and

J. 24. Mason (21) felt that their students gave more self-revelatory

answers when they dia not sign their names.

Vith regard to the manner of distribution, Elmo 0. Wilson

(60) suggests the use of a mailed questionnaire may be especially

indicated when the sample is homogeneous, A caution, however,
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la voiced by Sdgerton and his associates (17) with regard to

the mailed questionnaire. They warn that the matter of who re-

turns the questionnaire is a vital one and emphasize the.tr

Intensive and vigorous follow-up is a basio tenet
in mail questionnaire research. Otherwise the tendency
will be to obtain replies from those who have a special
interest in the subject under study, or who exhibit some
ohsracteristlo or characteristics different from the non-
respondents.

Suohman and MoCandless (51) noted the same tendency to ob-

tain replies from respondents who were especially interested in

the subject and also noted that these tended to have a better

education.

The instrument used in the present study , then, nust be con-

sidered as subject to all of the limitations noted by others

who have been concerned with the validity of attitude studies.

Ho attempt will be made to claim for it a special validity or to

regard It as other than: ".... a technique considered merely as

antecedent to, and dependent upon, further experimental research." Up)

Definition of Terms

The definition of the descriptive word "role" in this study

is taken from Ralph Linton"s The study of 3!on (33, p. 12). This

means that it represents:

" the dynanio aspects of a status. The individual
is socially assigned to a status and occupies It with re-
lation to other statuses. Whan he puts the rights and
duties which constitute a status into effect, he is per-
forming a role.
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METHOD C
T £

Selection of Sample

Kent Village, Maryland, is a large, attractive, redbrick urban

apartment development, situated about eight miles from Mm heart

of Washington, D. 0. It houses 810 families when filled to

capacity; at the time this study was undertaken, some 560 families

were in residence. The rent for apartments varies with the

apartment size and location, ranging from $70*75 per month for

a one-bedroom, third-floor apartment, to 3128 per month for a

three-bedroom duplex. Since the median monthly rent for single-

family oooupancy reported in 1943 ranges from $19.03 (in the

South) to 333.24 (in the Northeastern States) (43, p. 301), it

is evident that Kent Village rates are considerably higher than

the median. A study of rental rates (42) reveals that only

13 per cent of all white, non-farm, tenant-occupied units were

rented for over $50 per month.

Conversation with the local elementary school principal

indicates that Kent Village is regarded as "upper middle class"

with respect to income and in the sohool program it is assumed that

almost all the children of the Village will go on to college.

A samplo selected from the population of Kent Village, while

certainly by no means representative of the population of the

country at large, will still have a homogeneity which idght be

advantageous for possible comparison with other groups in future

research.
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It was decided that the problems of homemakers with pre-

school ohildren at home might vary significantly fron those of

homemakers whose ohildren are in school all day or whose ohild-

ren have grown. up and left the hone (5, 42, 41).

Therefore this study was concerned with full-time homemakers

who have one or more pre-sohool ohildren. At the time the study

was undertaken, 333 homemakers with pre-sohool ohildren were in

residence. Twenty-nine of these were eliminated beoause they

were working and tiheref ore did not fulfill the criterion. Twenty

others participated in the pre-test and were likewise eliminated.

The questionnaire which appears in the Appendix was distribut-

ed araong the remaining 2$4 full-time homemakers with pre-sohool

children by random selection of every other one. A total of

142 questionnaires were distributed.

The Questionnaire

The questionnaire whioh was finally devised was evolved

from a technique used by J. £>tubbins (50) in his study of level

of aspiration. Stubblns has suggested that use of a sin le,

essentially unstructured Mst' alus question" may suooeed in

getting behind the ego-defenses when introspection by the respond-
i

ent is desired.

The questionnaire was pre-tested for olarity of understanding

by twenty mothers. The replies demonstrated that the questions

were adequate in this respect. However, conversation with several

of these mothers indioated the possibility of the presence of a

tine faotor with regard to the replies; one woman, for instance,
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stated that her reply iaitely infi.<en3ec _ s moment

by an tnresolved quarrel mornine. So

it was dec I tionel question, regarding; the

possibility of t alines expressed being temporary, should

be aaded.

The questionnaire was distributed personally by the in-

v ti f>ator. in every case it waa ex; horaer».aker

t a study was being made of h;; /jnakers feel about hone-

makiru , nd that the replies were to be anonymous without any

possibility of identification. A questionnaire blank was given

to the homemaker together -ped, addressed envelope

for its return. No ho refused to cooperate at the time

of the distribution.

During '. .suing three months, four advertisements were

placed in the newslet i-ytributed weekly to 11 residents of

Kent Villa, e. These advertisements, ni inded the cooperating

ikera of the questional requested that i. ssing

ones be turned in. A final "follov-up" effort wt e with a

seoofiii round of per visits.

Of the I42 distributed quest! ret, 73 were returned, a

total of 51 «A per oont. One reapondoat, however, I filled to

reply to ttie sti nl nation, so her questionnaire raa discard-

ed. This left a total of 7 ble ques aires, or 50.7 per

cent.

Description of tne Gate, 1 ocedure

Five members of the Ea 1 College faculty agreed to
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assist with the categorizing of the replies. The judges were

Ira J. Cordon, ( . . , teachers* College Columbia), Gladys

Bellinger I Ph. D., Cornell), B, Leigh Baker (Ph. &.* Yale),

Roy Langford IPh. J., otunford), and Paul Torrance (Ph. .

,

University of Michigan). All of the Judaea have their de^r^es

in psychology or in a related field such as Ohild Guidance or

Education. Each judge was given an identical set of 72 cards.

One reply to the lus question has been ou on

each card* bat other data regarding tiv respondent were omitted.

The judges, working independently, were instructed to sort the

replies qualitatively into fiv<$ categories. The following scale

was used as a basin fox making tho juu ls:

I—Very Happy: expressing deep satisfaction in and en-

joyment of hoxaeoaking activities.

II- uappy: Expressing satisfaction in the main and few

dissatisfactions. No expression of desire to do sori-

ng else.

IIl-Fairly Happy: expressing both satisfactions and

dissatisfactions. ay indicate a Vague desire to so

sojet ^lse.

IV—Unhappy: enjoying few homemaking activities, -ore

dissatisfactions mentioned than sati^ ens. Kay

indicate well-fcrnulatod desire to do something else.

V Very Unhappy: expressing much frustration and no

satisfactions In tho homem; .ivities.

The mean of the numerical value of the judges' ratings for

each reply w.s then ooj uted and assigned to tho appropriate
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questionnaire in oivle- to seoure five groups of replies with

ratings ranging from "very happy to "very unhappy*'. Kaoh Judge's

ratings were correlated with the final mean rating for each reply.

The product-moment correlation coefficients were found to run

as follows:

/ .s;

/ .378

/ .884
/ .894
/ .910

A copy of the ratings, the means and the variances can be found

in the Appendix.

Description of the Statistical Methods Employed

On the basis of the above categorization, the question-

naires were distributed into five groups:

N Per cent of total

Group I "Very nappy" 14 19-44

Oroup II "nappy" 34 47.23

Group III "Fairly Happy" 17 23.62

Group IV "Unhappy" 5 6.94

Group v "Very Unhappy" 2 2.77

Tk 100.00 per cent

Ten items of background data were tabulated for each group

and the mean for eaoh group ooi.puted. ?&••« ten items Included:

age of the respondent, the number of children; the years of education;

the months of such training as business school, beauty culture,

etc.; the number of years the respondent worked before her marriage;

her age at the time of the marriage; the number of years of the
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husband 1 s education; the number of months of any type of

vocational training such as business school, courses in sales*

manship, on-the-job training, etc. whioh may have been taken by

the husband; the age of the husband at the tine of marriage;

and the yearly income, Table 1.

The difference between the mean of eaoh group and the

mean of each of the remaining four groups was then computed for

every item, end the significance of the difference tested using

the *t" technique for small samples (35).

JTive additional items of background information were tabu-

lated in the form of a frequency distribution along the five-

point scale of equal-appearing intervals and are shown in Table

2. These items included the professed religion of both part-

ners; the occurrences of marriages with "mixed" religious beliefs;

the occurrences of second marriages; the family-home background

of the wife; and the family-hone background of the husband.

The mean for each distribution wts computed.

The mean for the distribution of the total sample in terms

of the five-point scale of equal-appearing intervals was com-

puted. Thic was oompared with the mean for eaoh of the five

items above for significant differences using the "t" technique.

RESULTS

Statistical Results

Table 1 show that differences between the means of certain
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groups, large enough to be considered significant at the five

per cent level of confidence or better, occur only three tines.

The difference between the mean years of education for Group

1 c>nd Group IV is larce enough to be considered significant at

the one per oent level of confidence* The women in Group I,

those considered to be most satisfied with the hoaenaking role,

average .60 year of college work in contrast to the women in

Group IV, considered to be "unhappy" with the horaeraalcing role,

who average 3.20 years of college training. A statistical analysis

of the type of oollege training aken by these women is beyond

one scope of this study, but it is interesting to note that

major courses of study listed for Group 1 inolude education,

home eoonoraics, elementary sohool teaching, and a "genortl" course.

The majors listed for Group IV inolude eoonoraics, English

literature, mathematics, and home economics.

The difference between the mean years of formal education for

Group I and Group II is large enough to warrant rejection of

the null hypothesis at the five per oent level of confidence.

The women in Group II averu. e 1.83 years of college training

as ooriparod to the mean of .60 year for Group I. Group II

was considered to be "happy" with the homemaking role, though

less so than Group I.

The third difference, which might be considered significant

at the five per oent level, exists between the mean months of

"training" (apart from formal education) accomplished by the

husbands of the women in Groups II and III. The men whose
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wives are in Group II average 13.-20 months of such ti la

taoso with wives in Gro^p II show a csaaa of 3*88 months of train-

lag. The kinds of training listed in Group III include : maohinist,

metalurgy, electronics, aviation mechanics, and meteorolo^.

Training wnloh haa been taken in Group ii includes: radio, hotel

management, sales courses, blueprinting, and several types of

business school courses. In every other comparison of the means

listed an Table 1 the difference between the groups is so small

that one must conclude such variation could easily have oooured

by chance.

Table 1. :;ean values for items of personal date for eaoh proup

Personal data t ^eana
litems "

n
:

t

Grou
p, I :

t

OfOd
.

P, IX:Qroup_^I_lf

1. Age of
Respondent 28 .6-4. 29.79

2. er of
nlldren 2.00 2.23

3. Tears of
Education 12.60* 13.33*

4. i;oaths of
"Training 7.21 6.19 5.10 3.80 6.50

5. Tears .VorJced

Before iJarriaeo 3.22 2.51 2.90 3.80 2.25

6. Age When
Msrried 22.71 22.61 21.29 23. SO 21.00

7. Husband*

s

Tears of
Iduoation K.82 15.39 15.30 16.00 15.00

8. Husband's
athe of

Training 4.57 3.88-* 13. 23* 6.00
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Table 1. ((oonol.) iieun values foi
each ^roup.

' items of personal data for

Personal data Vm Mtens
itens : : Group i : Group I:Group : C:roup I V: Group V

9. Husband's
Age .then

Married 24.07 24 * 53 25.00 24.40 27.50

4.0. Yearly
Family
Income 5 4964 #5603 $6206 13900 5000

* Those means which vary signifioan
of confidence or better (35).

tly at 5 per oent level

Table 2. weans for total
oata.

and sub-groups on the basii9 of personal

•

!

Q ommon {

factors
N J lean t

Total 72 2.26

Religion
tnolio i''.arxiages

Protestant . Carriages
No religion
i:ixed religion

9
45
3

15

1.66
2.26
3.33
2.40

1.835
0.000
1.900
0.492

Second Marriages 6 1.83 1.039

ife's family-home
Metropolis
Large City
Middle-sized City
Snail City
Rural Non-farm
Rtural Far-:

1
15

17
16
11
7

2.17
2.20
2.41
2.12
2.45
2.14

0.286
0.232
0.541
0.189
0.620
0.326

Husband s Fa .- ..y-hone
tropolis

Large City
Middle-sized City
Small City
Rural Non-farm
Rural Farm

9
13
14
18
6
5

2.00
2.55
2.14
2.26
2.00
2.20

0.792
1.164
0.428
0.000
0.760
0.230
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The null hypothesis was likewise tested with regard to the

differences between the mean for the distribution of the total

sanple and the means for the distribution of marriages in terms

of religious faith professed by the partners, Table 2.

It will be noted that the mean for the total sample distri-

bution lies at 2.26. When this is oonpared to the mean for each

of the distributions of marriages in terns of religious faith,

no difference can be discovered which is large enough to justify

rejection of the null hypothesis. This is also true of the

mean for the distribution of second riarriages. The sample did

not include any couples who both professed the Hebrew faith.

The means for the distributions of the various types of

family-home backgrounds were also compared with the mean of the

total distribution, but in no case was a significant difference dis-

covered.

It might be appropriate here to note that Lindquist (3^, p.

132) suggests that recent praotioe among educational and psychological

researchers is to utilize the one per cent or two per cent levels

of confidence in rejecting the null hupothesis. roNewar 135,

p. 66-67), in discussing the null hypothesis, points out that

though it can be rejectee, it oan never be proved* Therefore,

to accept it too often, insisting on a high level of significance

for rejection, means the researcher runs the risk of overlook-

ing real differences. However, he terms the five per cent level

of confidence a "rather low level of significance for announc-

ing something as •fact'."
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xon talker (57, p. 293) suggests:

The usual rese<>roh worker would feel that the evidence
was not strong « to cause him to reject the null
hypothesis (at the five per cent level of onfideace), but

would hold it in t ok of his mind thet further research
Bight reveal a significant difference.

in light of such references.it might be suggested that this

study indicates that number of years of college training apparent-

ly varies between two groups of homemaklng attitudes with a de-

gree of significance great enough to warrant inference of a real

difference. Though the researcher treads on uncertain ground

in attempting to denote causative relationships from statisti-

cal differences, such writers as Louis T. Benezet (6) oerteinly

imply that higher education does not help the homemaker to adjust

to her role.

We thus sent t aur out of five girl graduates out to
a life w;;ioh for the next twentywfive years will be
ohiefly concerned with bearing and rearing children,
creating and ssuitttainlng a home, integrating socially
with the neighborhood, organizing club life and group
welfare, - bringing up a husband. For this we equip
them with tools lasgnif icently unauited to the task.
We olothe stuul in academic garb taken straight from the

men f s ready-tp-wear department and we do not even bother
to call in the tailor to rake alterations.

Mare Intensive research would be necessary to verify the

relationship between years of formal education and the homeaaker's

attitude toward hf>r role, particularly the difference found

significant at the five per cent level between the two most

happy groups of attitudes.

Further research would certainly be necessary to verify

and to investigate the possible implications of the difference dis-
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covered between the average .-.ontha of "training" for husbands la

Group II and III. if such difference* can be verified, it would

lead to the question of why the a iffax once is demonstrated be-

tween the "happy" and "fairly happy" groups and no others.

Some interesting observations nay be raade with regard to this

sanple of hocsejaakera. A study of tho tabulated cleans,, Table

1, reveals that the average «gs shows a range of only 2.7 years.

Only one 'iowa an average of slightly less t.tan two onlld-

ren. il at every woman has had some college experience and

only three VMM out of the total sample did not work bofore

marriage.

Seventeen of the wonen had bean secretaries before they

were narried. Kleven had served as office clerks. Eight wa

aohool te&ohers, five we e registered nurses and six had wi

ad as salesgirls. Three listed "stenographer * as their f

occupation, two had been employed as newspaper reporters, I

as laboratory technicians, two as accountants, two as be. «

keepers and two as reoreatlon directors . The sample also in-

cluded a former nursery-school director, a child welfare v-orker,

a Junior engineer, a dental assistant, an toonomiat, a photo-

grapher's model, a betuty operator, vertlsir /writer,

and a proof-reader.

The only second iaarriaf.es, six in all, occur in the first

two groups, by the Judges aa the "happiest". This,

hovyvor, can be attributed to chance. The nunber of raarrlagea

of ruixed religious beliefs are also numerically greater in the
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two "happiest" groups, but onoe again this oould nova occurred

by chance. It in interesting to note that for this sample there

appeared to be a slight tendenoy for more CJetholio marriages

to be found on the "happy" side of the attitude soale, while

marriages of no religious faith tend to oluster toward the "un-

happier" end of the soale. 7/hile this cannot be considered

statistically significant in this study, it would seem to con-

cur with the facts cited by Juvull and Kill (15, p. 346) regard-

ing the percentage incidence of broken homes in relation to the

religious affiliation of the married couple.

With regard to the occupations of the husbands, this sample-

due to the proximity of Kent village, .Maryland, to Y,'ashington, D.

C—seems to have a preponderance of government employees and

Armed Forces personnel. Kleven Navy officers, five Army

offioers and three Air tforoe officers are included in the total

sample. Eighteen of the husbands work for the U.S. gove -

ment, doing research, cost accounting and various types of

supervision. Four lawyers, four newspapermen and three college

professors are also nu; bered among the occupations. Sleven of

the men are salesmen, two are high school teachers, three are

electronics engineers and two own their own their own business-

es. The miscellaneous oocupationo include a ninister, a printer,

an engraver, a pharmacist, a upervisor of track for the

Pennsylvania Railroad and an inspector for Western Electric, it

can be seen that this sample cannot be considered as representa-

tive, oooupationally ape , of the U.S. population. It
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constitutes a high miudle-ciass, professional sample. Any conclu-

sions from this data must be interpreted with this fact in mind.

Table 1 shows that the "average husband" had at least two

years of college work and at least one year more than his wife.

Qualitative Results

A comprehensive qualitative analysis of the replies elicited

by the questionnaire is be/ond the competency of this investi-

gator and the scope of this study. However, certain character-

istics of the replies seem clearly enough defined to invite at

least a cursory comment.

Perhaps the most outstanding impression occurring from an

over-all examination of the responses is that of the enthusiasm

for hoiuemaking which marks the replies of women in Group 1 and

II. The pioture of a "submissive woman" as described by Reuban

Hill ( 25) , passively oontent with the traditionul mother-and-

wife role, seems to be contradicted by this response from a

woman with three pre-school children, a business school graduate,

now the wife of a Liavy chaplain:

I love itl I get tired and I get mad, but I wouldn't
tr tie places with anyone in the whole world! High school
and business school were only to fill up tne time * til I
married and had children, so 1 really feel that I'm doing
just what I always wanted to do. This is my career

t

Nor does one receive the impression of John Sirjamaki's

(47) "neurotic" urban, upper income-level housewife from this

college graduate, an executive secretary for three years, and

now the mother of three children, all under five years of age:
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In general, I love homemaking— taking care of my house,
trying to make it attractive and comfortable and most es-
pecially we toning my children grow and develop and enjoy-
ing their antics. Like everyone else, I occasionally get
bored with the routine tasks which must be done every day
endlessly—but having worked as a secretary, I know that
most jobs have the same routine tasks. I also know that
a steel corporation executive has his "grumpy tt,:days, just
as my children do, and I'd just as soon deal with the child-
ren. And I i^ever was as proud ofi a neat well-typed letter
as I am of a clean, happy child! I wouldn't do anything else
for toy amount of money, fame, or what-have-you!

Moreover, these women, as a whole, seem to demonstrate a

healthy, realistic assessment of the fact that any ooouaption

has its moments of frustration. A former newspaper reporter w

writes, in part:

I think that the only housewives who are 'bored'
with their homemaking activities are probably engaged in
a little wishful thinking. The jobs they would hold out-
side the home probably woul. be just as routine, if not
moreso, than the ones they have.

A woman who has a degree in law, mother of an eight-month

old baby, now married to an attorney, writes:

I feel that it is difficult to keep the everyday tasks
incidental to homemaking from becoming boring at times,
just as the routine rpooedures in any business tend to be-
come boring. However, I find if I keep my sights on the
larger objective, that of making a pleasant home for my
husband, which will ena le him to give his best to his
career, and of raising our son to be a healthy useful
citizen, I am inclined to feel thath this oareer of home-
making is probably the most important, as well as the most
satisfying to which a woman can aspire.

Thirty-six (50 per cent) of the women mention child-rearing

specifically as a major souroe of satisfaction. Others speak of

the satisfaction in "creating a happy home," "maintaining a

homey' home for my family." It is interesting to note that only

five women mention the sense of sharing homemaking responsibilities

with the husband. One of these, a high school graduate, with a
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yearly income arsons the lowest In the eroup I #3001 to $4000

per year), the mother of two snail children, writes:

I thoroughly enjoy oaring and keeping ray family
happy. Housework is not a task, It la a pleasure to see
the results of my sincere efforts. I do not have the
full weight of responsibility; it is shared equally by
ray husband and myself. Therefore in all we do, we do
as a tears and enjoy doing it.

Sixteen of the respondents (22.2 per oent) express a need

or desire for some type of outside leisure-time eotivlty. Eight

of these women are from Group II, six were judged to belong in

Croup III, and two are In Group IV. One woman in Group II de-

scribed her feelings with regard to the need for outside activi-

ty at considerable length, using the baok of the questionnaire

to do so. She Is the mother of three small children, u college

graduate who majored in physical education and who has also

taken some graduate work. She says, in part:

2very employed person has a day •off or tins off
and certainly the honenaker needs her tine off ... .Uvery
now end tnen we need a ttlsMlsnt to take the monotony
fro::, our routine task. Bva y housewife needs some out-
side activity... *time off*, in other words. This oan be
done in the form of social olubB, community activities
and services or reoreutlon. The children oan be driving
you mad—household chores piling up—go out for an evening,
relax, oome baok. You oan start the day with & fresh and
wholesome attitude rather than one of drudgery, '-'hen

I spoke of stimulant in the above paragraph I was think-
ing how helpful it would be if housewives oould attend
classes .... I think every housewife would weloo: e asiuit
classes which pertain to homemaklnr lid-training.
To keep up our interest in the home, children and family,
we have to keop learning. Kno*. will take away bore-
uom, I believe. 1 know 1 feel the need for knowing a lot
more about homemafcing and child-training.

Another woman, rited as a member of Group 711, mother of

children, stat
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1 would enjoy these tanks, i believe, if only i oould
get away fr 6 all once a week at lost* I've been
pretty unfortunate in finding baby-sitters for during the
day. I feel T can't afford a girl to come in for the
whole day so there are some d< ya i would like to scream.
1 do get over it in a short time and adore my little
soamps and husband all over a^ain. But I would enjoy a
study group or a book review olub. Anything to make me feel
I'm going forward instead of at a standstill.

Only one woman in Croup III felt that sh- .t have been express-

ing a temporary attitude in her statement and explained that her

"present lu; pish stare of pregnancy" might be unduly affeoting

it.

The repljiaw of all the women Group IV are oharaoterized by

a preoooupation with housework and a dislike of it whioh seems

almost tc eclipse other satisfactions. This reply, from a

woman who majored in mathematics in college, has two small child-

ren and whose husband (a PhJ).) eerns about "7000 per year, is

rather typioal:

I don't like housework since the ohildren came along.
It seems to take up all of my time whj oh 1 would rather
spend with the children. None of us are at e- se when the
beds tie unmade, dishes dirty, clothes and toys on the
floors. It makes even the youngest cross. But when things
are in order all is peaooful. No matter how many different
ways I go about housework so far as I am oonoerned it
ends up as nothing but drudgery. The only time 1 have ever
enjoyed housework was the two years before our first child
was born. The house wasn't messed up til the time and I

had a schedule which I enjoyed.

Both women in Group V seem to demonstrate an unre : llstio

desire to eaoape from their present situation. One wants an in-

teresting job that doesn't take all her time, while the other

longs for the luxury of being waited on.
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I suppose 1 should be more conscientious about home-
making. Frankly, there isn't enough to interest me. So
long as ry ohildren are very small i will stay at home to
care for their needs. The monotony of household tastes
tend to make me dissatisfied with everything. I would
rauoh rather be taking courses in English and .rt and event-
ually an interesting job, that doesn't take ell of my
time.

Frankly, 1 find no joy in being a homemaker. I feel
that anyone with c minimum of brains c nage a house
efficiently. To me, it is unmitigated drudgery from dawn
to dusk. As soon ae 1 have my son of nursery school age,
I hope to obtain a position, preferably in a hotel or club,
where I oan have the luxury of bein^ waited on— if only
for lunch. No drug store counters or lunch rooms—this

I I want atmosphere and the feeling I»« something more
than a G.H.W.

CONCLUSICi

/

This study was undertaken in an effort to learn the attitudes

expressed by a group of American hoaemakers. It was further at-

tempted to ascertain whether statistically reliable relationships

exist between the expressed attitude of homemakers and oertain

personal data.

The study is subjeot to at letst two possible sources of

bias. One lies in the semple itself. The total number who re-

sponded to the questionnaires is small. One c? n only conjeoture

about the answers which night have been given by the 48.6 per

cent of the sample of 142 who did not respond. Furthermore,

as has already been pointed out, the sample cannot be considered

as representative of the general United States population. The

second known possible souroe of bias is inherent in the instrument

used. The limitations of attitude studies in general and of
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questionnaire techniques in particular nave already been discussed.

With these limitations constantly in mind, certain tent-

ative conclusions c n perhaps be drawn with regard to this sample

of homemakers.

1. The woman in this sample seem to have expressed, on

the whole, very positive cttitudes toward honemaking. Two-thirds

of the replies were adjudged "very happy" or "happy". Another

23.61 per cent were considered to be "fairly happy", while only

9.7 per cent of the replies were considered "unhappy" or "very

unhappy". Though most of the literature concerned with the role-

adjustment of the homemakers is not statistically documented,

still it might be suggested that the large proportion of "happy"

homemakers is not what one might- anticipate from such state-

ments as Agnes "oyer's: "Ilever before neve there been so many

women who are dissatisfied with being women end therefore with

being wive3 and mothers;" (39) or Paul Landis' "Little w onder

that the modern wife suddenly wakes up after a short period of

marriege to the fact that .he is actually a bond-servant rather

than an equal. ...".( 31)

If a number of these positive attitudes have been elioit-

ed by whet the women feel is expactod of them by society, it

can be suggested that they feel society expects then to be happy

and content with the homemafcing role.

2. The results of this study would also seem to indicate

that for this sam, le the items of personal data cannot very well
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serve as reliable predictive indicators of the attitude toward

marriage. The number of /ears of formal education was found to

be the only item which might differentiate between two of the

groups with a level of confidence grettt enough to Justify a

tentative assumption of a real difference. Of this sample it

might be said that the woz^en with the lowest average nunbar of

years of formal education seem to be happier in the homemaking

role than another group with a higher mean for formal education.

These findings suggest the possibility that "educated" people

nay be less content than "uneducated people, an hypothesis whloh

might warrant further study.

3. Thero seems to be a possibility that the vocational

training of husbands has some sort of bearing on the attitude of

women toward their homemaking rol . It cannot be said why this

should be so, and further research would certainly be indicated

to verify such e tendency.

A. This study has boen able to discover no statistically

significant difference with regard to a possible religious factor

in women's acceptance of the homemaking role, although the means

for the distributions of Catholic marriages and marriages with

no religious affiliation seem in line with known facts «sbout the

incidence of broken hones in relation to religious affiliation of

the partne.s. Duvall and Hill (15, p. 346) show that the number

of broken hones is slightly less tor Catholic marriages than for

Protestant marriages and g;eateat for marriages with no children.

In this sample, there seems to be a tendency for a greater
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frequency of Catholic marriages among the "happier" respondents

and an apparent tendency for marriages with no religious belief

to cluster toward the "unhappier" side of the mean of the total

distribution. Once again, it should be emphasized that this was

not found to be statistically significant, and further research

would be necessary to verify such a trend. On the other hand,

while the Duvall-liill chart (15, p. 3^6) shows a high proportion

of broken homes occurring for "mixed" marriages, the mean for the

distribution of "mixed" marriages in this study was not found to

vary from the mean of the total distribution wi h a statistically

significant difference.

5. Margaret Mead (36) suggests that it is motherhood rather

than houaewifeliness which is e source of pride for the urban

married woman. This would seem to be somewhat confirmed by the

replies in this study, one-half of which pointed to the rearing

of children as one of the largest satisfactions in homameking.

6. The contention of Heuben Hill (25) and Paul Landis (31)

that the responsibility for child-rearing and homemaking seems

to rest primarily upon the shoulders of the wife rdghfc ind some

confirmation in thin study. Only five women mentioned sharing

the le&ponsibillties with the husband. The remainder speak in

terms of "my children", " my family".

7. Both Kluckhohn and Redfield (29, 42) have noted the lack

of sooially-sanotloned, constructive possibilities for use of the

honemaker'a spare tine. The number of women who mentioned a desire

for some sort of outside activity suggests that perhaps a real

need exists. It would seem that this need might oarry implications
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for adult •duct t ion on«.? for courses In both nig* sohool and

oollero designed with the future leisure-titie needs of th* ho«e-

naker in mind.

It has alrecdy been suggested that farther research would be

neceostry to verify certain of the differences discovered with

regard to the possible effects of husband *e vocational training

on the honsoaker's aooeptanoe of her role, and with regard to a

possible relleloua factor in her adjustment to hoaaisaking.

Another avenue of Investigation is suggested by the fact that

rearing of the children is mentioned so often «o a oajor souroe

of satisfaction. This Kight lead to < inquiry as to what

changes in the attitude toward hoxaeiaaking take plaoe when this

souroe of satisfaction is reisoved, i.e. when the children are in

sohool all day and when they leave th« hooe aa adults.

Since this eample osn be considered to be a group of urban

hoaasnkera, perhaps It would be fruitful to corn-are the results

of this study, both quantitatively and qualitatively, with tnose

who live in a snali twn.

The essentially homogeneous income level of this group

suggests e caparison with other groups in lower or higher inoom

brackets.

It can be suggested that the use of r-.ore rigorous statistical

techniques, beyond the scope of this investigation, aight reveal

valuable and pertinent information.
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Beoause the sample was so email , it was not feasible to in-

vestigate the relationship between the type of college training

and the honemaker'a attitude toward her job. One might conjecture

thus perhaps a difference oould be demonstrated between the

attitudes of women who majored in hem economics and its allied

fields, and those of women who were trained professionally for

a field in which they would oompete with ,\aa.

Finally, sinoe the .. suggests that certain items of

personal uuta do not seem to affect the homemaker T s attitude to-

ward her role, it might be suggested that her adjustment is affect-

ed by more subtle faotors; i.e. the anoe or absence of

opportunity in childhood for identification with someone function-

ing in the homemaking role; the amount of childhood imaginal

rehearsal of the role through play or other similar activity;

and the nuenoes of the interpersonal relationship between the

husband and wife. It would appear that the use of projective

techniques might offer some interesting possibilities for secur-

ing information on the personal dynamios of adjustment to the

homexoaking r ole

«
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RATINGS GIV1II EACH i,Y BY THE JUDC

REPLY JUDGE 1 JUDOS 2 JUDOS 3 fflfflflffi
4 JUDC^ J II VARIANCE

1. 3 2 3 2 3 2.6 0.3

2. 2 2 2 2 2 2.0

3. 1 1 1 1 1 1.0

4* 1 1 1 2 1 1.2 0.16

5. 2 2 3 2 2 2.2 0.2

6. 3 3 3 3 3 3.0

7. 3 1 4 2 2 2.4 1.3

8. 4 4 4 4 3 3.8 0.2

9. 3 2 3 2 2 2.4 0.3

10. 2 2 2 1 2 1.8 C.2

11. 2 1 2 2 2 1.8 0.2

12. 1 1 1 1 1 1.0 0.

13. 5 5 5 5 5 5.0

14. 2 2 3 3 3 2.8 0.35

15. 2 1 2 1 2 1.6 0.3

16. 1 1 3 2 1 1.6 0.8

17. 2 1 2 2 2 1.8 C.2

18. 3 2 3 3 4 3.0 0.5

19. 2 2 2 1 2 1.8 0.2

20. 2 2 2 2 2 2.0

21. 4 3 4 4 4 • 0.2

22. 2 1 2 2 2 1.8 0.2

23. 3 3 3 3 3 3.0
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RATINGS GIVEN BACH XY BY 7DGES (oon»t)

IPLT judg:11 JUDGE 2 JUDOS .2 JI; 4 JUDGE ? MEAN VARIANCE

24. 3 2 2 2 2 2.6 0.35

25. 2 1 3 2 2 2.0 0.5

26. 3 2 3 2 2 2.4 0.3

27. 1 1 2 1 1 1.2 0.2

28. 3 X 1 2 2 1.4 0.9

29. 3 2 3 3 3 2.8 0.2

30. 2 2 2 2 1 1.8 0.2

31. 4 3 2 3 4 3.2 0.7

32. 2 !

2 3 1 2 2.0 0.5

33. 2 2 1 2 1 1.6 0.3

34. 1 1 2 1 1 1.2 0.2

35. 3 4 3 4 3 3.4 0.3

36. 5 5 4 5 5 4.8 0,2

37. 3 3 3 4 4 3.4 0.3

38. 3 3 3 3. 4 3.2 0.2

39. 1 l 2 2 2 1.6 0.3

40. 3 1 3 3 2 2.4 0.8

41. 2 2 1 2 2 1,8 0.2

42. 1 1 2 1 1 1.2 0.2

43. 1 1 1 2
j 1 1.2 0.2

44. 1 2 2 1 1 1.4 0.3

45. 1 2 1 2 1 1.4 0.3

46. 1 2 2 3 1 1.8 0.7
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RATINGS GIVEN EACH KEFLY BY THtf JUDGES (oon»t)

REPLY JUDGE 1 JUDGE 2 JUDGE 3. ju:. 4 JUDGE 5 KBAN VARIANCE

47. 4 4 4 5 4 4.2 0.2

48. 2 1 2 1 2 1.6 0.3

49. 3 2 2 2 3 2.4 0.3

50. 3 1 3 2 2 2.2 0.7

51. 2 2 3 3 3 2.6 0.3

52. 1 1 3 2 1 1.6 C.8

53. 3 2 2 2 2 2.2 0.2

54. 3 3 4 3 3 3.2 0.2

55. 2 a 1 1 2 1.6 0.3

56. 1 2 1 1 1 1.2 0.2

57. 5 3 3 3 2 3.2 1.2

58. 2 2 3 2 2 2.2 0.2

59. 4 2 3 3 3 3.0 0.5

60. 1 1 1 1 2 1.2 0.2

61. 4 4 4 4 4 4.0

62. 2 2 2 2 2 2.0
•

63. 2 2 3 2 2 2.2 0.2

64. 1 1 1 1 1 1.0

65. 3 3 3 3 2 2.8 0.2

66. 4 4 4 4 4 4.0

67. 3 3 3 3 2 2.8 0.2

68. 2 2 2 2 2 2.0

69. 2 2 3 2 2 2.2 0.2
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FUTINGS GIVEN SACH HI 3 (oonol.)

RgPIY JtTDGK 1 2 Ji .'.. 3 JTJDC.: 4 SW-V 5 MKAN VARIANCE

79* 1 1 1 1 1 1.0

71. 2 2 2 2 2 2.0

72. 2 2 2 3 2 2.2 0.2

1-1.4 Group I
1.6-2.4 .... Group II
2.6-3.4 .... Group III
3.6-4.4 .... Group IV
4.6-5 .... Group V
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THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS iTOT TO BE SIGNED!

Much ia being said and written these days about ,;wbat modern

women want." There have been articles which claim that wonen are

restless and bored with their homemaking activities that they

look enviously at girls with careers outside the home. On the

other hand, when a woman stated in a popular -a-azine recently

that it is impossible to achieve personal satisfactions from home-

taking, over 340 housewives and mothers wrote scornful letters to

the effect that the author of the statement was all wet!

We are interested in what you, individually, as one of today's

homemakers, feel about your own homemaking activities.

I. Won't you please describe for us, in the space provided

below, something of how you feel in general about all of

the tasks, activities, joys, problems and responsibilities

whjcJ; go to make up what a homemaker does every day?

(please go on to the next r^-re)



--page two--

II. Does the attitude indicated in your answer to Question I

represent a temporary state of Kind, or does it express

your predominant, over-all attitude? Check one

:

(a) Temporary feelings toward homer.aking

00 Predominant feelings toward homemaking

JI1,
;:,..'

FOLLOv/ING DATA WILL BE USED FOR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Or;LX

1. Your age

2. Number of children

3. Ares of children

4. Your educational background:

(a) Last grade completed

r .

(b) If you attended colle/e:

(1) lumber of years attended

(2) Degree (s) earned_

(3) i.ajor

(c) Other schooling (Business school, Nurses' train-
ing, Beauty culture, etc.):

Type of school or training

Length of time attended

Did you finish the course?

..r.ere did you spend most of your childhood. ... that is
t do you thank of as your"farily home?" Place a

check after the correct description below:

Letropolis (population 1,500,000 and over)

Large City (population 100,000 to 1,500,000)

I iddle-sized City (25,000 to 100,000)

Small City (2,500 to 25,000)

Rural Non-farm Community (under 2,500)

Rural Farm



—page three--

6. Work history;

List the jobs or positions which you have held, the
length of time worked at each and the salary. Flace
a star in front of any one or several which' you
particularly enjoyed.

Length of
Position Time Salary

7. If you worked before marriage

:

Total lengtl. of time worked before carriage

8. Your relifion

9. What was your age at the time of the marriage?

10. Is this vonr first marriage?

11. Husband's religion

12 4 Husband's educational background;

(a) Last grade completed_

(b) If he attended college:

(1) Number of years attended

(2) Degree (s) earned

(3) iajor

(c) Other schooling (Business school, On- the- -job
training, etc. ) :

Type of school or training

Length of time attendee1

Did he finish the course?

(please go on to the ne:t pac-e)



—page four

—

13, Where did your husband spend most of his childhood..,
what does he think of as his "famjly home"? Place a
checl' after the correct description below:

I.etropolis (population 1,500,000 and over)

Large City (population 100,000 to 1,500,000)

liddle-sized City (25,000 to 100,000)

Snail City (2,500 to 25,000) _
Rural Non-farm Community (under 2,500)

Rural Par iii

14. Husband's age at time of marriage

15. Is this his first marriage?

16. What is his present occupation?

17. Approximate family income (yearly): Which of the
income ranges listed below would include your family?

Place the appropriate letter here:

(a) $1000 to |2000 per year
(b) $2001 to §3000 per year
(c) {3001 to $4000 per year
(d) $4001 to ijpSOOO per year
(e) $6001 to ;f8000 per year
(f

)

-)8001 to '$10,000 per year
(g) $10,001 to #12,000 per year
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PURPOSE

This study was undertaken in an effort to learn the attitudes

expressed by a group of American mothers toward their role as

homemaker. It was further attempted to ascertain whether statis-

tically reliable relationships oan be obtained between the ex-

pressed attitudes of homemakers and certain personal data.

PROCEDURES

The study was undertaken in an urban apartment development

which is considered to represent an upper middle-olass level of

income. The study was ooncerned with full-time homemakers who

have one or more pre-sohool children. At the time the study was

undertaken, 333 homemakers with pre-sohool children were in resi-

dence. Twenty-nine of these were eliminated because they were

working and therefore did not fulfill the criterion. Twenty

others participated in the pre-test and were likewise eliminated.

The questionnaire was distributed among the remaining 284.

full-time homerriakers with pre-sohool children by random selec-

tion of every other one.

The questionnaire devised used a single, essentially un-

structured stimulus question, designed to elicit a free descrip-

tion of the respondents attitude toward homemaking. In addi-

tion, a series of questions regarding certain personal data was

included. The questionnaire was distributed personally by the

investigator, and it was explained to the homemaker that a study



was being made of how homemakers feel about homeraaking, and that

the replies were to be anonymous without any possibility of identi-

fication. A questionnaire blank was given to ;_he homemeker to-

gether with a star -pad, addressed envelope for its return. No

homemaker refused to cooperate at the time of the distribution.

Of the 142 distributed questionnaires , 72 usable question-

naires were returned, a total of 50.7 per cent.

Five members of the Kansas State College faculty categorized

the replies. One reply to the stimulus question had been copied

verbatim on eaoh of the 72 cards given each judge, but other data

regarding the respondent was omitted. The judges, working in-

dependently, sort* d the replies qualitatively into five categories.

The mean of the numerical value of the judge's ratings for

each reply was then computed and assigned to the appropriate

questionnaire in order to secure five groups of replies with

ratings ranging from "very happy" to "very unhappy. Kach

judge's ratings were correlated with the final mean rating for

eaoh reply using Pearson's product-moment method. The cor-

relation coefficients were found to be as follows: «838,

.878, ,88U> .894, and .910.

The following ttn items of background date were tabulated

for eaoh group end the mean for each group computed; age of

respondent; the number of children; the years of education;

the months of s ion training as business school, beauty culture,

etc; the number of years the respondent worked before her marri-

age; her age at the time of marriage; the number of years of



husband's education; the number of months of any type of

vocational training such aa business school, courses In

salesmanship, on-the-job training, etc, which mey have been

taken by the husband; the age of f-he husband at the time of

marriage; and the yearly inoorae. '

The difference between the mean of each group and the

mean of each of the remaining four groups was them computed

for every item and the significance of the difference tested,

using the H" technique for small samples. Five additional

items of background information were tabulated in the form of

a frequency distribution along the five-point scale of equal-

appearing intervals. These items included: the professed

religion of both partners; the occurrences of marriages with

"mixed" religious beliefs; the occurrences of second marriages;

the family-home background of the wife; and the family-home

background of the husband. The mean for eaoh distribution was

ooruputed.

The mean for the distribution of the total sample in terms

of the five-point scale of equal-appearing intervals was comput-

ed. This was oompared with the mean for eaoh of the five items

cited above for a significant difference, using the nt * technique.

RESULTS

The difference between the mean years of education for



respondents in Group I and those in Group TV can be considered

significant at the one per cent level of confidence. The women

in Group I, those considered to be most satisfied with the

homemaking role, average .60 years of college work, in contrast

to those in Group IV, considered to be "unhappy" with the home-

making role, who average 3.20 years of college training.

The difference between the mean years of formal education

for Group I and Group II is large enough to warrant tentative

rejection of the null hypothesis at the five per cent level

of confidence. The women in Group II average 1.83 years of

college training as compared to the mean of .60 years for

Group 1.

The third difference, which might be considered significant

at the five per cent level of confidence, exists between the

mean months of "training" (apart from formal education) accomplish-

ed by the husbands of the women in Groups I and III. The

man whose wives are in Group III average 13.20 months of such

training, while those with wives in Group II show a meon of

3.88 months of training.

In every other comparison of means, the differences found

are so small that one must conclude such variation could easily

have occurred by ohanoe.

CONCLUSIONS

It must be noted that this study is subject to several possible



aouroea of bias. One lies in the sample itself. The total number

who responded to the questionnaire io small. Furthermore,

both with regard to income level and type of oooupation of the

husbands, the sample oannot te considered as representative

cf the general United States population.

Another possible source of bias is inherent in the instrument

used. The limitations of attitudes studies in general and of

questionnaire techniques in particular are discussed in the

manuscript.

With these limitations constantly in mind, certain ten-

tative conclusions can be drawn with regard to this sample of

homamaiters;

1. The woman in this sample expressed, on the whole,

very positive attitudes toward homemaking. Two-thirds of the

replies were adjudged "ve y happy" or "happy." Another 23.61

per cent were considered "unhappy" or "very unhappy."

2. For this sample, the iteas of personal data tabulated

oannot very well serve as reliable pradiotiwe indicators of

attitudes toward marriage. Number of years of formal education

was found to be the only item whioh mirht differentiate be-

tween two of the groups with a level of significance great

enough to justify tentative assumption of a real difference.

Women with the lowest average number of years of formal education

seer, to be happier in the home aking role than another group with

a higher mean for formal education.

3. Ther-a seems to be a poaaibility that the vocational



training of the husband has some sort of bearing on the attitude

of women toward their homemaking role. It oannot be said why

this should be so, and further research would oertainly be

indicated to verify such a tendency.

U. The suggestion in the literature that it is motherhood

rather than housewifeliness whioh is a source of pride for the

urban married woman would seem to be somewhat confirmed by the

replies in this study, one-half of whioh pointed to the rear-

ing of ohildren as one of the largest honemaking satisfactions.

5. The contention la the literature that the responsibility

for child-rearing and homemaking seems to rest primarily upon the

shoulders of the wife might find some confirmation in this study.

Only five women mention sharing the responsibility with t

huebHnd. The remainder speak in terms of "my home," "my

ohildren," and "my family."

6. The study suggests a need for socially-sanctioned,

constructive possibilities for use of the homenaker's spare

time. Over one-fifth of the women (22.2 per cent) felt strong-

ly enough about this to express the feeling in their replies.

It might possibly be suggested that this could barry implications

for adult education and for courses in both high school and college

designed with the future leisure-time needs of the honemaker in

mind.


